
MEDICAL BUSINESS PLAN FOR A VACCINE CLINIC EXAMPLE

Vaccination Clinic Business Plan Template â€“ Download Now. Simply fill-in the blanks and print in minutes! Instant
Access to + business and legal forms.

Many banks have divisions designated to providing loans to new dental and medical practices , so submit your
plan to that division if you can. Referred to as a SWOT analysis, the details help determine if the people who
live in your area are likely to visit your clinic. If you need to include large sets of data or pages of information,
put it here. Legal structure and ownership: Explain your business structure and who owns how much of it. For
example, Dr. Here, you are looking at the difference between targeting everyone: TAM all people who need
medical careâ€”so all humans in your area , versus your ideal clients: SAM maybe this is those with certain
insurance or ability to self-pay , versus the number of new patients you think you can realistically reach: SOM,
especially within your first few years. Technology: Describe how your technology works, but do not go into
too much detail. Sometimes you can increase sales by upselling and cross-selling , or offering complementary
services. Gardner will employ administrative aides and nurses. Unlike [key competition], it [most
distinguishing feature]. Also, consider how you will get patients to keep coming back to your practice.
Research Opportunities Network with travel agents to offer immunizations needed by traveler to foreign
countries. Malpractice suits and changing healthcare regulations are risks specific to the healthcare field. For a
medical practice, average startup costs can include initial fees, malpractice insurance, cost of renting or leasing
office space, and the cost of any legal or tax advisors. This area should also include information about traction
past successes and risks: Traction: Look back at major milestones you have achieved. Will you rent or buy
equipment? You will most likely need to partner with a regional lab for medical testing. Acquiring a new
patient is six to seven times more expensive than retaining a current patient. If you accept insurance, the
contracts you set up with insurance companies for reimbursement will probably dictate your pricing, so this is
a good place to talk about your negotiation strategy as well. Each time they make their voices heard in the
media, your clinic may suffer. Remember to keep it brief and write it based on what you have written already.
Key assumptions and risks: Acknowledge the assumptions you are basing your business on. Management
team and qualifications: Address who works for you, what do they do, and how much you pay them. See
Reference 2 and Reference 3 That means developing messages about adverse reactions with vaccines can hurt
business, presenting a weakness in marketing your clinic. Include these key elements : Profit and loss
statement : this explains how your business made a profit or incurred a loss in a given amount of time typically
three months by listing all revenue and expenses, then documenting the total amount of net profit or loss. Be
specific. Why should they pick you instead of another practice? References 5.


